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This means that it will be available primarily during this Kickstarter. After the game is manufactured, you may
still be able to purchase a limited number of copies from us at conventions or on special offers, but at a higher
price. Snowdonia Deluxe Master Set is a specialist project, very broad and ambitious in scope, and that is why
it will not enter regular distribution. Place your workers on action spaces, resolve from left to right: Excavate
the way for tracks and stations: Lay tracks, raise structures: Use abilities of your engines and contracts this can
happen at different times of the turn: Draw new resources and events: Check the weather to prepare for the
next turn: Would you like to see the game played? Snowdonia Deluxe Master Set comes right out of the gate
as an impressive and ambitious project, with high quality, custom components and an extensive list of
expansions already included in the box. However, there is even more the game can come with: Since
Snowdonia Deluxe Master Set will come in a huge and heavy box, and it is bound to still grow, shipping costs
will be added after the Kickstarter project is finished, using Backer Kit. Here is a list of estimated shipping
costs to different regions of the world: The above list is an estimation. Shipping costs for some regions may
drop slightly before we close Backer Kit. However, there are some locations with exceptionally long shipping
times. So, if you are located in South America, Central America or Australia, although we will send your
pledges first, you will probably wait for your copy of Snowdonia Deluxe Master Set until August or
September Below you will find all the relevant information. Please note that the day-by-day plan is more of a
frame: Departure from Manchester International Airport. What is included in the pledge level? What is NOT
included?
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Origins[ edit ] The current cathedral is the third of a series of religious buildings at the site, all dedicated to St.
This patron saint was chosen because Wenceslaus had acquired a holy relic â€” the arm of St. Vitus â€” from
Emperor Henry I. Two religious populations, the increasing Christian and decreasing pagan community, lived
simultaneously in Prague castle at least until the 11th century. A much larger and more representative
Romanesque basilica was built in its spot. Though still not completely reconstructed, most experts agree it was
a triple-aisled basilica with two choirs and a pair of towers connected to the western transept. The design of
the cathedral nods to Romanesque architecture of the Holy Roman Empire , most notably to the abbey church
in Hildesheim and the Speyer Cathedral. The southern apse of the rotunda was incorporated into the eastern
transept of the new church because it housed the tomb of St. Wenceslaus, who had by now become the patron
saint of the Czech princes. The Gothic Cathedral[ edit ] Cathedral nave and sanctuary Construction of the
present-day Gothic Cathedral began on 21 November , when the see of Prague was elevated to an
archbishopric. King John of Bohemia laid the foundation stone for the new building. Matthias designed the
overall layout of the building as, basically, an import of French Gothic: However, he lived to build only the
easternmost parts of the choir: The slender verticality of Late French Gothic and clear, almost rigid respect of
proportions distinguish his work today. Initially, Parler only worked on plans left by his predecessor, building
the sacristy on the north side of the choir and the chapel on the south. Once he finished all that Matthias left
unfinished, he continued according to his own ideas. This is best exemplified in the vaults he designed for the
choir. The crossing pairs of ribs create a net-like construction hence the name , which considerably strengthens
the vault. They also give a lively ornamentation to the ceiling, as the interlocking vaulted bays create a
dynamic zigzag pattern the length of the cathedral. A view from south: Nikolaus Pacassi finished the
uncompleted gothic main tower in the Baroque style. While Matthias of Arras was schooled as a geometer,
thus putting an emphasis on rigid systems of proportions and clear, mathematical compositions in his design,
Parler was trained as a sculptor and woodcarver. He treated architecture as a sculpture, almost as if playing
with structural forms in stone. Aside from his bold vaults, the peculiarities of his work can also be seen in the
design of pillars with classic, bell-shaped columns which were almost forgotten by High Gothic , the
ingenious dome vault of new St Wenceslaus chapel, the undulating clerestory walls, the original window
tracery no two of his windows are the same, the ornamentation is always different and the blind tracery panels
of the buttresses. Architectural sculpture was given a considerable role while Parler was in charge of
construction, as can be seen in the corbels, the passageway lintels, and, particularly, in the busts on the
triforium , which depict faces of the royal family, saints, Prague bishops, and the two master builders,
including Parler himself. Work on the cathedral, however, proceeded slowly, because the Emperor
commissioned Parler with many other projects, such as the construction of the new Charles Bridge in Prague
and many churches throughout the Czech realm. By , when Peter Parler died, only the choir and parts of the
transept were finished. View of the Cathedral and Prague Castle, above the river Vltava. Under these three
masters, the transept and the great tower on its south side were finished. So was the gable which connects the
tower with the south transept. The entire building process came to a halt with the beginning of Hussite War in
the first half of 15th century. The war brought an end to the workshop that operated steadily over for almost a
century, and the furnishings of cathedral, dozens of pictures and sculptures, suffered heavily from the ravages
of Hussite iconoclasm. As if this was not enough, a great fire in heavily damaged the cathedral. Wenceslas
Chapel[ edit ] St. Wenceslas Chapel Perhaps the most outstanding place in the cathedral is the Chapel of St.
Wenceslas , which houses relics of the saint. Peter Parler constructed the room between and with a ribbed
vault. The lower portions of the walls are decorated with over semi-precious stones and paintings depicting the
Passion of Christ dating from the original decoration of the chapel in â€” The upper area of the walls have
paintings depicting the life of St. Above the altar, is a Gothic statue of St. The Chapel is not open to the public,
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but it can be viewed from the doorways. A small door with seven locks, in the southwest corner of the chapel,
leads to the Crown Chamber containing the Czech Crown Jewels , which are displayed to the public only once
every circa eight years. Renaissance and Baroque[ edit ] Through most of the following centuries, the
cathedral stood only half-finished. It was built to the great tower and a transept, which was closed by a
provisional wall. In the place of a three-aisled nave-to-be-built, a timber-roofed construction stood, and
services were held separately there from the interior of the choir. Several attempts to continue the work on
cathedral were mostly unsuccessful. In the latter half of 15th century, king Vladislav Jagiellon commissioned
the great Renaissance-Gothic architect Benedict Ried to continue the work on the cathedral, but almost as soon
as the work began, it was cut short because of lack of funds. Later attempts to finish the cathedral only brought
some Renaissance and Baroque elements into the Gothic building, most notably the obviously different
Baroque spire of the south tower and the great organ in the northern wing of transept. Vitus canon , together
with Neo-Gothic architect Josef Kranner presented a program for renovation and completion of the great
cathedral at the gathering of German architects in Prague. The same year a society under the full name "Union
for Completion of the Cathedral of St. Vitus in Prague" was formed, whose aim was to repair, complete and
rid the structure of everything mutilated and stylistically inimical. Josef Kranner headed the work from to
which consisted mostly of repairs, removing Baroque decorations deemed unnecessary and restoring the
interior. Frantisek Kysela designed the Rose Window which depicts scenes from the Biblical story of creation.
By the time of St. Wenceslas jubilee in , the St. Vitus cathedral was finally finished, nearly years after it was
begun. Despite the fact that entire western half of Cathedral is a Neo-Gothic addition, much of the design and
elements developed by Peter Parler were used in the restoration, giving the Cathedral as a whole a
harmonious, unified look. Vitus had a tremendous influence on the development of Late Gothic style
characteristic for Central Europe. Members of Parler workshop, and indeed, the Parler family both of which
were established at the building site of St. Vitus designed numerous churches and buildings across Central
Europe. Marko in Zagreb and the Church of St. Barbara in Kutna Hora , also in Czech Republic. Another
regional Gothic style also displays amazing ingenuity and ornamentation in the design of vaults, the
Perpendicular Style of English Gothic. A question remains of what was influenced by what. Some British art
and architecture historians suspected that Peter Parler might have travelled to England at some point in his life,
studying the great English Gothic cathedrals, which then inspired his work on St Vitus. However, taking into
account that the Perpendicular style and the use of truly extravagant vaults in English Gothic began at the very
end of 14th century, it is also quite possible that it was St Vitus Cathedral of Prague that influenced the
development of English Gothic. The previous Romanesque basilica had this triple patrocinium to the main
Bohemian patrons since when relics of Saint Adalbert were placed here. Beginning in , after the Velvet
Revolution the church filed several petitions requesting a determination on the true owner of the structure.
After 14 years, in June , the City Court in Prague decided that the decree did not change the ownership of the
cathedral and the owner is the Metropolitan Chapter at Saint Vitus. However, in February , the Supreme Court
of the Czech Republic reversed the decision of the City Court and returned the case to the common court. In
September , the District Court of Praha 7 decided that the cathedral is owned by the Czech Republic, this
decision was confirmed by the City Court in Prague and the Constitutional Court rejected the appeal of the
Metropolitan Chapter, however noted that the chapter unquestionably owns the interior furnishings of the
cathedral. They constituted that the seven persons who are traditionally holders of the keys of the Saint
Wenceslaus Chamber with the Bohemian Crown Jewels become also a board to coordinate and organize
administration and use of the cathedral. However, controversy about ownership of some related canonry
houses continues. In July , the Chamber of Deputies passed a bill to compensate the churches for property
seized by the Communist government.
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Have you seen one displayed in a nearby shop? You could have seen them at least when and also have been
astonished at just how these LEGO sculptures were produced. Assuming of how they set up the block
structure from LEGO items may have stunned you. If you or your child is a follower of LEGO, you might
have tried to recreate the big LEGO displays that you have actually seen in shopping centers, in unique events
or in style parks. And attempting to do so will actually provide you the realization that it truly is no easy task
as well as it simply raises your amazement on exactly how the contractors of these creations can do these. You
could state that they are truly specialists at these things as they could create new styles that will ultimately
come to be bestsellers and develop these enormous brick frameworks that are really remarkable. Master
Builder Academy Currently any person, kids as well as grownups alike, has the opportunity to come to be
master building contractors. This is the initial time that the general public obtain to speak with the LEGO
experts and learn more about the skills one should have on exactly how to construct wonderful block
structures and get to construct trendy LEGO designs. The kits will also show you the best ways to make your
LEGO creations much more tough as well as steady. With this knowledge your structure skills will certainly
be required to the following degree. Gone are the days of just building easy LEGO models out of package.
You will certainly obtain pointers and methods on how to produce cool versions. It additionally has building
directions for 3 new spaceship designs. These constructing instructions differ from the typical guidelines you
will discover in a normal LEGO collection. You will certainly also discover shut up photos that will certainly
guide you extra in your building. There is even an overview on exactly how to illustration a principle for your
personal versions and there is a sample of an official LEGO block paper that you could utilize in creating your
very own versions. Other products consisted of in the package are: You may have seen them at the very least
as soon as as well as have actually been astonished at how these LEGO sculptures were developed. The kits
will likewise show you how to make your LEGO productions extra strong and secure. Gone are the days of
simply developing easy LEGO models out of the box. All instructions as well as methods within LEGO
Master building contractors are in fact developed by the Master Builders themselves, in their own words.
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Early life[ edit ] Leopold was born in Brussels on 9 April The royal families of Belgium and the United
Kingdom were linked by numerous marriages, and were additionally both descended from the House of
Saxe-Coburg and Gotha. Louis Philippe died two years later, in She died that same year, when Leopold was
15 years old. Marie Henriette was lively and energetic, and endeared herself to the people by her character and
benevolence, and her beauty gained for her the sobriquet of "The Rose of Brabant". She was also an
accomplished artist and musician. Some joked about this "marriage of a stableman and a nun ", [4] the shy and
withdrawn Leopold referred to as the nun. Sire, at your age? You should try it for yourself! Four children were
born of this marriage, three daughters and one son, also named Leopold. The younger Leopold died in at the
age of nine from pneumonia after falling into a pond. His death was a source of great sorrow for King
Leopold, who had lost his only heir. The marriage became unhappy, and the couple separated completely after
a last attempt to have another son, a union that resulted in the birth of their last daughter Clementine. Marie
Henriette retreated to Spa in , and died there in In , in his sixty-fifth year, Leopold took as a mistress Caroline
Lacroix , a sixteen-year-old French prostitute, and they remained together for the next decade until his death.
Leopold lavished upon her large sums of money, estates, gifts, and a noble title, Baroness Vaughan. Owing to
these gifts and the unofficial nature of their relationship, Caroline was deeply unpopular among the Belgian
people and internationally. She and Leopold married secretly in a religious ceremony five days before his
death. Their failure to perform a civil ceremony rendered the marriage invalid under Belgian law. When he
was 9 years old, Leopold received the title of Duke of Brabant , and was appointed a sub-lieutenant in the
army. He served in the army until his accession in , by which time he had reached the rank of
lieutenant-general. Leopold traveled extensively abroad from to , visiting India , China , Egypt , and the
countries on the Mediterranean coast of Africa. His father died on December 10, , and Leopold took the oath
of office on December 17, in his thirtieth year. He explained his goal for his reign in an letter addressed to his
brother, Prince Philippe, Count of Flanders: This law created free, secular, compulsory primary schools
supported by the state and withdrew all state support from Roman Catholic primary schools. The Catholic
Party obtained a parliamentary majority in , and four years later restored state support to Catholic schools. In ,
various socialist and social democratic groups drew together and formed the Labour Party. Increasing social
unrest and the rise of the Labour Party forced the adoption of universal male suffrage in Laws against child
labour were passed. Children younger than 12 were not allowed to work in factories, children younger than 16
were not allowed to work at night, and women younger than 21 years old were not allowed to work
underground. Workers gained the right to be compensated for workplace accidents, and were given Sundays
off. The first revision of the Belgian constitution came in Universal male suffrage was introduced, though the
effect of this was tempered by plural voting. The eligibility requirements for the senate were reduced, and
elections would be based on a system of proportional representation , which continues to this day. Leopold
pushed strongly to pass a royal referendum, whereby the king would have the power to consult the electorate
directly on an issue, and use his veto according to the results of the referendum. The proposal was rejected, as
it would have given the king the power to override the elected government. Leopold was so disappointed that
he considered abdication. Under the old system of Remplacement , the Belgian army was a combination of
volunteers and a lottery, and it was possible for men to pay for substitutes for service. This was replaced by a
system in which one son in every family would have to serve in the military. The triumphal arch of the
Cinquantenaire complex in Brussels Leopold commissioned a great number of buildings, urban projects and
public works, largely with the profits generated from exploitation of natural resources and the population of
the Congo. The public buildings were mainly in Brussels , Ostend and Antwerp , and include the Hippodrome
Wellington racetrack, the Royal Galleries and Maria Hendrikapark in Ostend ; the Royal Museum for Central
Africa and its surrounding park in Tervuren ; the Cinquantenaire park, triumphal arch and complex, and the
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Duden Park in Brussels, and the Antwerpen-Centraal railway station. In addition to his public works, he
acquired and built numerous private properties for himself inside and outside Belgium. Thinking of the future
after his death, Leopold did not want the collection of estates, lands and heritage buildings he had privately
amassed to be scattered amongst his daughters, each of whom was married to a foreign prince. In , he created
the Royal Trust , by means of which he donated most of his property to the Belgian nation. This preserved
them to beautify Belgium in perpetuity, while still allowing future generations of the Belgian Royal family the
privilege of their use. Attempted assassination[ edit ] On 15 November , Italian anarchist Gennaro Rubino
attempted to assassinate Leopold, who was riding in a royal cortege from a ceremony at Saint-Gudule
Cathedrale in memory of his recently deceased wife, Marie Henriette. Rubino was immediately arrested and
subsequently sentenced to life imprisonment. He died in prison in The king replied after the attack to a
senator: Elsewhere in Europe, the news of this assassination attempt was received with alarm. Heads of state
and the pope sent telegrams to the king congratulating him for surviving the assassination attempt. The
Belgians rejoiced that the king was safe. At the Berlin Conference of â€”, the colonial nations of Europe
authorised his claim by committing the Congo Free State to improving the lives of the native inhabitants.
Meanwhile, the Force Publique were required to provide the hand of their victims as proof when they had shot
and killed someone, as it was believed that they would otherwise use the munitions imported from Europe at
considerable cost for hunting. As a consequence, the rubber quotas were in part paid off in chopped-off hands.
He used great sums of the money from this exploitation for public and private construction projects in
Belgium during this period. He donated the private buildings to the state before his death. Leopold extracted a
fortune from the Congo, initially by the collection of ivory , and after a rise in the price of rubber in the s, by
forced labour from the natives to harvest and process rubber. Under his regime millions of Congolese people
died. Modern estimates range from one million to fifteen million, with a consensus growing around 10
million. Obtaining the Congo Free State[ edit ] Further information: Leopold eventually began to acquire a
colony as a private citizen. The Belgian government lent him money for this venture. Knowing the situation
fully, the ambassador did nothing. Leopold quickly replaced the ambassador with a more sympathetic
individual to carry out his plan. But without funds, he was unsuccessful. Leopold then devised another
unsuccessful plan to establish the Philippines as an independent state, which could then be ruled by a Belgian.
When both of these plans failed, Leopold shifted his aspirations of colonisation to Africa. In , under the
auspices of the holding company, he hired explorer Henry Stanley to explore and establish a colony in the
Congo region. The expedition was composed of two columns: Both expeditions set out in December
Wallbaum , Congo Free State, c. At first, ivory was exported, but this did not yield the expected levels of
revenue. When the global demand for rubber exploded, attention shifted to the labor-intensive collection of
sap from rubber plants. Abandoning the promises of the Berlin Conference in the late s, the Free State
government restricted foreign access and extorted forced labor from the natives. Abuses, especially in the
rubber industry, included forced labor of the native population, beatings, widespread killings, and frequent
mutilation when production quotas were not met. I have just returned from a journey inland to the village of
Insongo Mboyo. The abject misery and utter abandon is positively indescribable. Morel and others to
determine a figure for the loss of population were "but figments of the imagination". He cites several recent
lines of investigation, by anthropologist Jan Vansina and others, that examine local sources police records,
religious records, oral traditions, genealogies, personal diaries, and "many others" , which generally agree with
the assessment of the Belgian government commission: Hochshild points out that since the first official census
by the Belgian authorities in put the population at about 10 million, these various approaches suggest a rough
estimate of a total of 10 million dead. The mortality statistics were collected through the efforts of British
consul Roger Casement , who found, for example, only survivors of the disease in Lukolela in Reports of
outrageous exploitation and widespread human rights abuses led the British Crown to appoint their consul
Roger Casement to investigate conditions there. In Britain, former shipping clerk E. The deal that led to the
handover cost Belgium the considerable sum of This was used to discharge the debt of the Congo Free state
and to pay out its bond holders as well as Leopold went to great lengths to conceal potential evidence of
wrongdoing during his time as ruler of his private colony. The entire archive of the Congo Free State was
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burned and he told his aide that even though the Congo had been taken from him, "they have no right to know
what I did there". This is not to be confused with the neighboring Republic of the Congo , which was formerly
a colony of France. His funeral cortege was booed by the crowd. On the boardwalk of Blankenberge , a
popular coastal resort, a monument shows a pair of colonists as heroes protecting a desperate Congolese
woman and child with "civilization". The inscription accompanying the Congolese group notes: In , an activist
group cut off the hand of the leftmost Congolese bronze figure, in protest against the atrocities committed in
the Congo. The city council decided to keep the statue in its new form, without the hand. In the book Leopold
was portrayed as a mass murderer and compared to Hitler. His statue in the capital Kinshasa known until as
Leopoldville in his honor was removed after independence. Congolese culture minister Christophe Muzungu
decided to reinstate the statue in He noted that the beginning of the Free State had been a time of some
economic and social progress.
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